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MitochondrionOrganellar gene expression (OGE) is crucial for plant development, respiration and photosynthesis, but
the mechanisms that control it are still largely unclear. Thus, OGE requires various nucleus-encoded proteins
that promote transcription, splicing, trimming and editing of organellar RNAs, and regulate their translation. In
mammals, members of the mitochondrial transcription termination factor (mTERF) family play important
roles in OGE. Intriguingly, three of the four mammalian mTERFs do not actually terminate transcription, as
their designation suggests, but appear to function in antisense transcription termination and ribosome biogene-
sis. During the evolution of land plants, the mTERF family has expanded to approximately 30 members, but
knowledge of their function in photosynthetic organisms remains sparse. Here, we review recent advances in
the characterization of mterfmutants in mammals and photosynthetic organisms, focusing particularly on the
progress made in elucidating their molecular functions in the last two years. This article is part of a Special
Issue entitled: Chloroplast biogenesis.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In eukaryotes, genetic information is stored not only in the nucleus
but in the organellar genomes of mitochondria and, in the case of
the plant lineage, also in plastids. Mitochondria and plastids are of
endosymbiotic origin, deriving from progenitors that resembled extant
α-proteobacteria [1] and cyanobacteria [2], respectively. Owing to gene
loss during the early phase of organellar evolution and continuing
organelle-to-nucleus gene transfer, organellar genomes are now highly
impoverished [3–5]. Thus, although mitochondria and plastids each
require more than 1000 proteins to sustain their primarily prokaryotic
biochemistry [5,6], their genomes now encode only a small fraction of
these, ranging from 3–67 in mitochondria [7] and 15–209 in plastids
[8]. Because these genomes encode proteins necessary for essential
energy-producing functions, i.e. the light reactions of photosynthesis
in chloroplasts (cp) and oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) in
mitochondria (mt) [6], both organelles require fully functional gene
expression machineries. Indeed, a substantial part of each genome
codes for components of organellar gene expression (OGE). However,
although mitochondria and plastids preserve features of prokaryotic
genome organization, their gene expression systems are far more com-
plex than those of their prokaryotic progenitors [9], and the residual
proteins encoded in the organelles are insufﬁcient to regulate theirRF,mitochondrial Transcription
last biogenesis.
niversität München (LMU),
-82152 Planegg-Martinsried,
4599.OGE machinery. Thus, the organellar expression system depends on
a large number of imported, nucleus-encoded proteins, including
additional RNA polymerases and sigma factors, as well as mono- or
merospeciﬁc RNA maturation factors that promote RNA transcription,
splicing, editing, end formation or translation [9–18] (See also other ar-
ticles in this Special Issue: 1. Chloroplast ribonucleoproteins, Christian
Schmitz-Linneweber; 2. Dynamic of plastid transcription, Silva Lerbs-
Mache; 3. Chloroplast RNA polymerase Thomas Börner; 6. Plastid intron
splicing, Alice Barkan; 7. Organelle RNA editing, Toshiharu Shikanai; 8.
Chloroplast ribosome proteins, Ralf Bock).
It has become increasingly clear that families of proteinswith similar
modular architectures comprising repeated helical motifs play
important roles in OGE [14]. These families include proteins with
pentatricopeptide repeats (PPRs), half-a-tetratricopeptide (HAT) or
octotricopeptide repeats (OPRs), as well as mitochondrial transcription
termination factors (mTERFs) [14].mTERF proteins have been identiﬁed
in both metazoans and plants (although absent from yeast) [19]. In
metazoans, the abbreviation MTERF is often used but, for simplicity,
we employ the termmTERF throughout the text. The modular architec-
ture of mTERF proteins is characterized by repeats of a 30-amino-acid
motif, the so-called MTERF motif. The number and composition of
these motifs, as well as the remaining sequences, vary widely within
the family. The functions of mTERF proteins in the regulation of OGE
at different levels are of particular interest, and will be outlined in this
review by focusing on mTERFs identiﬁed in mammals and photosyn-
thetic organisms. For mammalian mTERF proteins, results from
25 years of research are available [20], while the ﬁrst Arabidopsis
thaliana mTERF was described only 5 years ago [21]. Consequently,
functional roles for plant mTERFs are just beginning to emerge. Further-
more, among metazoan mTERFs, we concentrate here on mammalian
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metazoan mTERFs.
2. Discovery and history of mTERFs: 1989–2009
Human mTERF1 was identiﬁed a quarter of a century ago and recog-
nized as a factor that promotes transcription termination in human mt
extracts [20] (Fig. 1A). Many molecular and biochemical characteriza-
tions [23–26] of human mTERF1 appeared in the years that followed,
with functional studies focusing on in vitro termination and binding
assays [26–33]. Concomitantly, mTERFs from othermetazoans, including
sea urchin [34], Drosophila [35], the green alga Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii [36] and mouse [37], were described, together with a second
mTERF homologue fromhuman [38]. In 2005, Linder et al. [19] published
theﬁrst phylogeny ofmTERFs. In addition tomTERF1, similarity searches
have identiﬁed three more members in the vertebrate mTERF family
(mTERF2-4), all of which are thought to be mt proteins. Meanwhile, a
considerably larger number ofMTERF genes had been identiﬁed in plants
[19], and in 2009 this ﬁrst era of mTERF research was insightfully and
excellently reviewed in BBA Bioenergetics [22].Fig. 1. Proposedmodels for themolecular function of mammalianmTERF1. The ﬁgure depicts th
encoding tRNALeu (trnL1), and the displacement loop (D-loop), the conserved sequence block (C
genes, white boxes genes for tRNAs and NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1 (ND1). The wavy
(A) According to [20], mTERF1 acts as a “road block” for transcripts originating from the stro
rRNA are approximately 50 times higher than those of the mRNAs encoded on the same strand
downstream of its binding site. However, no evidence for this was found in two independent in
mTERF1 is to prevent L-strand transcription from proceeding around the mtDNA circle, which
originated [39]. This model is based on the observations that levels of L-strand-derived antisen
cell lines that overexpress mTERF1 to various extents (Hyvärinen mTERF1 up) or express an
downstream of the mTERF1 binding site (Terzioglu [39]). n.d., not determined.3. Mammalian mTERF1: a transcription termination factor?
Although mTERF1 has been extensively studied, its likely in vivo
function has only recently emerged [39]. As mTERF1 is the founding
member of the family, and its assumed function as a transcription termi-
nator gave the whole family its name, the history of the dissection of its
function will be discussed in detail here.
3.1. The mammalian mitochondrial genome
In contrast to the cp genome, the mammalian mt genome contains
no introns, and its 37 genes are tightly packed. The twomt DNA strands
have different buoyant densities in cesium chloride gradients, and are
designated as the heavy (H) and the light (L) strand. The only notable
non-coding region is the displacement loop (D-loop), a regulatory
region adjacent to rrn12 that contains the sole promoter (LSP) for
L-strand transcription and one H-strand promoter (HSP1) (reviewed
in: [40]) (see Fig. 1A). L-strand transcription is initiated from LSP and
produces near genome-length transcripts necessary for the expression
of the nine L-strand genes—encoding ND6 and eight tRNAs. The H strande humanmitochondrial genome around the target site of mammalianmTERF1 in the gene
SB), heavy- (HSP) and light-strand promoters (LSP) are shown. Gray boxes indicate rRNA
lines represent transcripts and their thicknesses refer to different expression levels.
nger HSP1 promoter, which would explain why steady-state levels of the 12S and 16S
[41,42]. Loss of mTERF1 should then lead to a rise in levels of transcription of sequences
vivo studies [39,44]. (B) The currently favored model proposes that the major function of
would otherwise result in transcription interference at the LSP promoter from which they
se (as) transcripts covering the region around the mTERF1 binding site (i) vary in human
RNAi directed against MTERF1 (Hyvärinen mTERF1 down) [44] and (ii) are upregulated
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moters, HSP1 and HSP2. Transcription initiated from the weaker HSP2
promoter produces near genome-length primary H-strand transcripts,
which are processed to yield the two rRNAs, 14 tRNAs and 12 mRNAs
encoded on the H strand [41]. In mouse mitochondria, the level of
rRNAs is approximately 50 times higher than that of any of the various
mRNAs [42]. Kinetic analyses performed with a human mitochondrial
system suggested that this difference in abundancemight be attributable
to differences in the rates of transcription of the rRNA andmRNA gene re-
gions [43]. Indeed, transcription initiated at the stronger HSP1 promoter
appears to start around 25 bp upstream of the tRNAPhe gene and termi-
nates at a speciﬁc site within the gene for tRNALeu located 3′ of the
rrn16 gene (Fig. 1A), and thus accounts for the synthesis of most of the
rRNA. Hence, this transcription termination event could explain why
the steady-state levels of the 12S and 16S rRNA are approximately 50
times higher than those of the mRNAs encoded on the same strand [41].
3.2. The termination event at the 16S rRNA–tRNALeu gene boundary
A transcription termination event 3′ of the rrn16 gene had been
noted [41] (see previous section) before mTERF1 was identiﬁed [20].
Furthermore, several lines of evidence suggested the presence of a ter-
mination site at the 16S rRNA–tRNALeu gene boundary. The 3′-termini
of 12S and 16S rRNAs have been mapped in hamster [45], mouse [46]
and human [47] cells, and the 3′-ends of 16S rRNA are much more
heterogeneous than those of 12S rRNAs. In mouse cells, the site of the
last template-encoded nucleotide can lie anywhere from immediately
adjacent to the 5′-endof the tRNALeu gene to 7 nucleotides downstream,
within the tRNALeu gene sequence [46]. The extent of 16S rRNA 3′-end
heterogeneity, as compared to the 12S rRNA ends, suggests that the for-
mer may result from imprecise termination of transcription rather than
from processing of a primary transcript [45–47]. It is interesting to note
that the fraction of 16S rRNA that terminates at the gene boundary and
is not adenylated (1.7%) closely matches the approximate proportion of
16S termini expected to be generated by “read-through” transcription,
which is estimated to be about 2% [46]. Moreover, a tridecamer
sequence found within the gene sequence for tRNALeu was shown to
be necessary for accurate termination immediately upstream of the
tRNALeu gene, and termination at that pointwas competitively inhibited
by DNA containing the tridecamer sequence [48]. Intriguingly, this
tridecamer sequence is entirely contained within the region protected
by mTERF1 [20]. Furthermore, an A-to-G transition in the middle of
the mTERF1-protected region, which has been associated with the
MELAS syndrome (mt myopathy, encephalopathy lactic acidosis and
stroke-like episodes) in human [49–51], drastically reduces the afﬁnity
of mTERF1 for its target sequence [32,33]. Because the MELAS-
associated impairment of 16S rRNA transcription termination correlated
with reduced afﬁnity of the partially puriﬁed mTERF1 protein for the
MELAS template, it was suggested that the molecular defect underlying
MELASwas the inability to produce the large rRNA in the correct amount
relative to other mitochondrial gene products [33]. However, although
marked defects in mt protein synthesis and respiratory activity were
observed in mtDNA-less cells transformed with MELAS mutant mtDNA,
no signiﬁcant change in the steady-state amounts of the two rRNA spe-
cies encoded upstream of the termination site, or of themRNAs encoded
downstream of it could be detected [32]. Moreover, a deﬁcit of mTERF1
would be expected to lead to reduced occupancy of its target sites, and
thus to increased read-through transcription past these sites (Fig. 1A),
but manipulation of human mTERF1 expression levels has minimal
effects on steady-state levels of sense-strand transcripts [44]. Instead, ab-
normal accumulation of nd1 and rrn16 antisense transcripts (anti-nd1,
located upstream of the binding site in the antisense direction, and
anti-rrn16, located downstreamof the binding site in the antisense direc-
tion; see Fig. 1B) is observed in cell lines with altered mTERF1 levels:
both overexpression and down-regulation of mTERF1 result in less
anti-ND1 RNA, and mTERF1 overexpression in reduces anti-rrn16 levels,while down-regulation leaves them unchanged [44]. On this basis,
Hyvärinen et al. [44] concluded in 2010 that mTERF1 might contribute
to the termination of antisense transcription. It must be emphasized
here that this study was conducted in cells derived from a cancer
cell line, whichmay not behave in a physiologically normalmanner.More-
over, functional redundancy between mTERF1 and other members of the
mTERF family in regulating read-through transcription at the 16S rRNA–
tRNALeu gene boundarymightmask the primary effects ofmTERF1manip-
ulations. A study from 1997 lends support to this latter notion. mTERF1
synthesized in vitro has the expected speciﬁc binding capacity for a
double-stranded oligonucleotide containing the tridecamer sequence re-
quired fordirecting termination, andproduces aDNase I footprint very sim-
ilar to that produced by the natural protein [24], but it lacks transcription
termination-promoting activity, which suggests that another component
might be required for termination [24]. However, recent in vivo
footprinting analyses with mouse embryonic ﬁbroblasts derived from
Mterf1 knockout mice and control animals have now excluded the pos-
sibility that any other protein can occupy the mTERF1 binding site [39].
3.3. Other functions ascribed to mTERF1
In addition to functioning as a transcription terminator, mTERF1 has
also been proposed to act (1) as an activator of HSP1-mediatedmt rDNA
transcription [20,25,30], and (2) in mtDNA replication [52]. The tran-
scriptional activator function would provide an alternative explanation
for the higher abundance of rRNAs relative to the downstreamH-strand
mRNAs. As a possible mechanism for the function as transcription initi-
ator, simultaneous binding of the monomeric mTERF1 to the termina-
tion site and a novel site within the H1 region in vitro was proposed
[30]. Such double interaction would result in looping-out of the rDNA,
thereby promoting recycling of the transcription machinery through
direct delivery of the mtRNAP from the termination site to the H1
initiation site [30]. However, there are difﬁculties with both of these
proposals. First, the presence of such alternative binding sites has been
called into question, for subsequent studies have failed to reproduce
binding of mTERF1 to the HSP [53]. Furthermore, in vitro and in vivo
experiments support high speciﬁcity of mTERF1 for the tRNALeu site
[15,39,54,55]. A further argument against an initiation function for
mTERF1 is that the whole of the mTERF1 fold should be involved in
binding the termination sequence, so that it is not immediately apparent
how a single mTERF1 molecule could simultaneously bind both the HSP
initiation and termination sites in the transcriptional loop model [40].
Hence, in 2010, over a quarter of a century after the discovery of
mTERF1, its function was still elusive—but this has since changed.
3.4. mTERF1 as a terminator of L-strand antisense transcription
Even before human mTERF1 was identiﬁed [20], it was observed in
an in vitro system derived from human mitochondria that termination
at the 16S rRNA–tRNALeu boundary occurs in a promoter-independent
and bidirectional fashion, and with approximately equal efﬁciency in
both directions [56]. Years afterwards it was observed that mTERF1
only partially terminates H-strand transcription, whereas transcription
in the L-strand direction is blocked almost completely [26,27]. This po-
larity may be a result of the preferential recognition of the L-strand by
mTERF1 [29] and the fact that themajority of protein–DNA interactions
were established with the strand transcribed from the LSP promoter as
shown in the crystal structure of mTERF1 bound to dsDNA containing
the termination sequence [54]. In 1986, several reasons why it might
be useful to terminate L-strand transcription had been suggested [56].
The ﬁndings recently obtained usingMterf1 knockout mice now clearly
argue against a role formTERF1 in the regulation of rRNA synthesis [39].
Strikingly,Mterf1 knock-out mice do not display any visible phenotype
(Table 1). Transcript levels up- and downstream of the binding site, as
well as mtDNA levels, are unchanged. But a promoter-proximal LSP
transcript and antisense rRNA transcripts downstream of the binding
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model has been suggested in which the major function of mTERF1 is
to prevent L-strand transcripts from proceeding around themtDNA cir-
cle and thus avoiding transcriptional interference at the LSP promoter
from which they originated [39] (Fig. 1B).
4. Functions of the other mammalian mTERFs (mTERF2–mTERF4)
The atomic structures of mTERF1 [54,57], mTERF3 [58], and a
heterodimer betweenmTERF4 and the 5-methylcytosine rRNAmethyl-
transferase NSUN4 [59,60] have revealed that mTERF proteins adopt a
half-doughnut shape and contain a succession of positively charged
amino acids on its convex face. In mTERF1, this positively charged
patch speciﬁcally unwinds the DNA helix and causes base ﬂipping at
its binding site in the tRNALeu gene [54], thus suggesting a mechanism
for the termination of antisense transcription of the L-strand discussed
above. The fact that mTERF1, mTERF3, and mTERF4 share a common
fold and are structurally similar to each other, even though mTERF3
was crystallized in the absence of substrate [58] and mTERF4 in
complex with another protein [59], strengthens the conclusion that
mTERF proteins have evolved to bind nucleic acids [61]. However, it is
becoming increasingly clear that the nucleic acid need not necessarily
be dsDNA; RNAs can also serve as targets of mTERFs [62,63].
4.1. Mammalian mTERF2
MammalianmTERF2 was identiﬁed in 2005 in anmRNA differential
display screen designed to identify mitochondrial genes the respond toTable 1
Functions of mouse mTERFs.
Name Loc. Type of mutation Phenotype Mol
mTERF1/mTERF M Knock-out Like wild-type; also
when challenged with
ketogenic (high fat,
low carbohydrate) diet
rRN
mtD
decr
prom
and
tran
mTE
mTERF2/mTERFL/mTERF.D3 M Knock-out Nearly like wild-type;
develop myopathy and
memory deﬁcits when
challenged with
ketogenic diet
Tran
mtD
tissu
prot
mTERF3/mTERF.D1/CGI-12 M Knock-out/disruption
of mTERF3 in the
heart
Embryo
lethal/cardiomyopathy,
maximal life span of
17 weeks
Alte
leve
initi
incr
subu
Mterf3 heart
knock-out [4]
Red
39S
conc
asse
tran
mTERF4/mTERFD.2 M Knock-out/disruption
of mTERF4 in the
heart
Embryo
lethal/cardiomyopathy,
maximal life span of 21
weeks
Alte
mtD
stea
tran
tran
leve
asse
pert
Loc., Localization; M, Mitochondria; OXPHOS, oxidative phosphorylation; Ref., Reference.serum starvation [38]. Expression ofMTERF2 is inhibited by the addition
of serum to serum-starved cells while, interestingly,MTERF1 is induced.
Expression of the GFP-mTERF2 fusion protein in HeLa cells showed that
mTERF2 is localized to mitochondria. Furthermore, MTERF2 mRNA is
highly expressed in heart, liver and the skeletal muscle cells [38]. Four
years later it was shown thatMterf2 knock-out mice behave essentially
like wild type, but developmyopathy andmemory deﬁcits when fed on
a ketogenic (high fat, low carbohydrates) diet [64] (Table 1). Loss of
mTERF2 causes a respiratory defect in certain tissues, which is the result
of decreased levels of OXPHOS complexes. Levels of transcripts
encoding OXPHOS proteins are decreased, the tRNA pool is unbalanced
andmtDNA levels are increased in certain tissues [64]. In the absence of
mTERF2, in vitro mt transcription is drastically decreased, suggesting
that mTERF2 might interfere with mt transcription by interacting with
the regulatory elements of mtDNA to stimulate transcription initiation.
EMSA and ChIP experiments suggested that mTERF2 binds to the HSP
promoter region, and that mTERF2 co-immunoprecipitates with
mTERF1 and mTERF3, possibly by binding to the same mtDNA region
[64]. In contrast, another report showed that mTERF2 associates with
nucleoids, and is therefore located in close proximity to mtDNA, but
that its DNA-binding activity is not sequence-speciﬁc [65]. Thus, the
molecular mechanisms of mTERF2 function remain unclear.4.2. Mammalian mTERF3
Knock-out Mterf3 mice are embryo lethal [53] (Table 1). Loss of
mTERF3 in the mouse heart perturbs the tRNA pool, as observed in
Mterf2 knock-out mice [64], but leads to higher steady-state levelsecular phenotype (Proposed)
binding site
(Proposed) molecular
function
Ref.
A transcripts unchanged;
NA levels unchanged;
eased levels of a
oter-proximal LSP transcript
increased antisense rRNA
scripts downstream of the
RF1 binding site
tRNALeu (UUR) Termination of
L-strand
transcription
[1]
scription of tRNAs changed;
NA levels increased in certain
es; decrease in transcripts and
eins for OXPHOS
HSP promoter mTERF1, mTERF2 and
mTERF3 regulate
transcription
initiation by
acting on the same
site in
the HSP promoter.
[2]
Non
sequence-speciﬁc
DNA binding
[3]
red tRNA transcription; mtDNA
l unchanged; transcription
ation from both LSP and HSP
eased; OXPHOS protein
nits reduced
HSP promoter
region
mTERF3 represses
transcription
initiation.
[4]
uction of 16S rRNA; reduced
subunit assembly and
omitantly fewer fully
mbled 55S ribosomes,
slation impaired
16S rRNA mTERF3 stabilizes or
modiﬁes 16S rRNA
and is
critical for biogenesis
of
the 39S ribosomal
subunit
[5]
red transcription of tRNAs;
NA level increased; increased
dy-state levels of mt
scripts by activation of de novo
scription; greatly increased
ls of 28S and 39S subunits, but
mbly into functional ribosomes
urbed; translation impaired
16S and 12S
rRNA and 7S RNA
mTERF4 forms a
heterodimer with the
cytosine
methyltransferase
NSUN4 and targets
this enzyme to the
large ribosomal
subunit [6,7].
[6]
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regulated, presumably due to incorrect processing. The respiratory-
chain deﬁciency was ascribed to the imbalance between amounts of
mtDNA transcripts and rRNAs/tRNAs [53]. Furthermore, mTERF3-
deﬁcient mitochondria contain unprocessed precursor mtRNAs; this
might be a secondary effect of the respiratory-chain-deﬁcient state or,
alternatively, it may suggest an additional function for mTERF3 in RNA
processing [53]. ChIP analyses suggested that mTERF3 interacts with
themtDNA promoter region, and could thus inhibit transcription initia-
tion in mammalian mitochondria [53]. Accordingly, it was proposed
that mTERF3 does not terminate mt transcription, but regulates tran-
scription initiation events, although the exact mechanism remains to
be elucidated. More recently, the function of mTERF3 was revisited by
applying a comparative, cross-species approach to further study the in
vivo role of mTERF3 in Drosophila and mice [63] (Table 1). It was
found that unbalanced mtDNA transcription in knockout and knock-
down Mterf3 Drosophila is not the sole cause of respiratory-chain
deﬁciency, but that 16S rRNA levels are reduced and the assembly of
the large (39S) mt ribosomal subunit is impaired, thus impeding trans-
lation. These ﬁndings motivated the authors to reinvestigate the role of
mouse mTERF3. Indeed, in the conditionalMterf3 heart-knockout—the
strain used in the study by Park et al. [53]—a reduction in levels of the
39S mt ribosomal subunit and defective ribosomal assembly were
found in the absence of mTERF3 [63]. These ﬁndings identify a novel
role for mTERF3 in the biogenesis of metazoan mt ribosomes. In light
of the results reported in 2007 [64], this would point to crosstalk be-
tween transcription initiation and ribosomal biogenesis in the control
of mtDNA expression and regulation of OXPHOS capacity [63].
4.3. Mammalian mTERF4
Insights into mTERF4 function have been reported only recently [59,
62] (Table 1). LikeMterf3 knock-out mice [53], Mterf4 knock-out mice
are embryo lethal [62]. Loss of mTERF4 in themouse heart also perturbs
the tRNA pool, but increases steady-state levels of mtDNA transcripts,
including 12S and 16S rRNA by activating de novo transcription [62].
Mterf4 knock-out in the heart leads to striking increases in levels of
28S and 39S subunits, but no corresponding increase in the numbers
of fully assembled (55S) ribosomes. Thus, subunit assembly is disturbed,
resulting in impaired translation. RNA immunoprecipitation experi-
ments demonstrated that mTERF4 binds 16S and 12S rRNA and also to
7S RNA (an RNA encoded close to the LSP). Thus, it was assumed that
mTERF4 not only interacts with the ribosome but also binds proximal
to the LSP to activate mt transcription [62]. Moreover, two different
immunoprecipitation strategies have identiﬁed NSUN4 (NOL1/NOP2/
Sun domain family member 4)—a member of a family of RNA 5-
methylcytosine (m5C) methyltransferases [66]—as an interaction
partner of mTERF4 [62]. This ﬁnding was supported by the 3D crystal
structure of the human mTERF4–NSUN4 complex [59]. Many studies
have demonstrated that methylation of rRNA is important for ribosome
biogenesis. For example, methylation of 12S rRNA is necessary for the
stability of the small subunit of the mammalian mt ribosome [67].
Bioinformatics analyses and structural modeling of NSUN4 indicate
that NSUN4 lacks an RNA recognition domain, and therefore needs a
binding partner to target it to the ribosome [62]. Furthermore, in
Mterf4 knock-out hearts and in HeLa cells expressingmTERF4 RNAi, ab-
solute levels of NSUN4 are virtually unchanged, but targeting of NSUN4
to the large ribosomal subunit is strongly decreased [62]. The C-terminal
domain of mTERF4 binds NSUN4 via conserved polar and hydrophobic
interactions. Moreover, a positively charged RNA-binding groove along
the concave and convex sides of mTERF4 extends into the active site of
NSUN4, close to the pocket where the methyl donor S-adenosyl-L-
methionine (SAM) binds to a conserved RNA m5C methyltransferase
site [59]. Thus, mTERF4 probably provides the sequence-speciﬁc RNA-
binding domain necessary for speciﬁc rRNA methylation by NSUN4. In
summary, mTERF4 forms a heterodimer with NSUN4 and is requiredfor the recruitment of NSUN4 to the mt large ribosomal subunit to
carry out an essential, but still poorly deﬁned, step in ribosomal biogenesis
[59,62].
5. Emerging roles for mTERF proteins in photosynthetic organisms
Compared to those in other eukaryotes, the number of mTERF pro-
teins in plants is strikingly high. For example, A. thaliana [68,69] and
Zea mays [70] contain 35 and 31MTERF genes, respectively. Since there
are fewer putative mTERF proteins in lower plants—13 in the land moss
Physcomitrella patens, and six in the green alga C. reinhardtii, the mTERF
family has apparently expanded during the evolution of land plants
[69]. But information relating to their roles in photosynthetic organisms
remains scarce. Indeed, so far speciﬁc molecular functions have been
described only for mTERFs from C. reinhardtii [71] and maize [72] re-
spectively. While mutations in six A. thaliana MTERF genes have been
physiologically characterized in more detail [21,68,73–79] (Table 2),
their organellar functions are, for the most part, not yet clearly deﬁned.
5.1. The C. reinhardtii mitochondrial genome
Like its counterpart in humans, the small linear 15.8-kb mt genome
of C. reinhardtii [80] is compactly organized [81]. It encodes three tRNAs
and the small and large mt rRNAs, and eight proteins—including
subunits of the respiratory complexes and a reverse transcriptase-like
protein. The genes encoding the rRNAs are exceptional in that they are
segmented and split into four small (S) and eight large (L) subunitmod-
ules, which are scrambled and interspersed with one another or with
protein-coding genes [82] (Fig. 2). The two strands of the C. reinhardtii
mtDNA are transcribed into rightward and leftward transcription
units, generating long polycistronic transcripts. Two sequences identi-
ﬁed in the intergenic region located between the transcription units
may act as a bi-directional promoter [83,84].
5.2. C. reinhardtii MOC1
According to the Subcellular Localization Prediction Tool Dedicated
to Green Algae (PredAlgo) [85], of the six MOCs (mTERF-like protein
of Chlamydomonas) encoded by C. reinhardtii, two (MOC5 and MOC6)
are predicted to localize to chloroplasts, and four to mitochondria
(MOC1–4). In response to short-term changes in illumination, both
plants and green algae optimize absorption of the light energy available
by adjusting the antennal cross-sections of the two photosystems by a
process referred to as “state transitions” [86]. Among C. reinhardtii
strains identiﬁed in a screen for mutants that are defective in state
transitions, theMOC1 gene was found to be disrupted in state transition
mutant 6 (stm6) [36]. The stm6 mutant is blocked in state 1 and
impaired in the phosphorylation of PSII-LHC in the light. In addition,
MOC1 transcription and translation is light-inducible, and loss of
MOC1 results in sensitivity to high light. Interestingly, although it is
involved in state transitions, MOC1 is targeted to mitochondria. Upon
a dark-to-light shift, levels of the mt-encoded nd1, nd6 and cox1 tran-
scripts are only slightly reduced and nd6 levels are slightly induced in
the wild type, whereas in the stm6 mutant these responses are far
more pronounced [36]. A MOC1-binding site was subsequently identi-
ﬁed by means of an EMSA (electromobility shift assay)-based screen
using 550- to 600-bpmtDNA fragments and cyclic ampliﬁcation and se-
lection of targets (CAST) to pinpoint the speciﬁc binding sequence. Two
identical octanucleotide sequenceswere identiﬁed,which are located in
module S3 of themt gene for the small rRNA [71] (Fig. 2B). In a broader
analysis of mt-encoded transcript levels, most transcripts were found to
be repressed by 10–30% in stm6 compared to a MOC1-complemented
strain, but the nd1 and rtl transcripts are reduced to 54% and 43%,
respectively. Strikingly, levels of rRNA-codingmodules were less affect-
ed (if at all) by the loss ofMOC1,which indicates that read-throughdoes
not occur at the S3 binding site in the stm6mutant. Thus, MOC1 is not a
Table 2
Functions of mTERFs from photosynthetic organisms.
Name Loc. Type of mutation Phenotype Molecular phenotype (Proposed)
binding site
(Proposed) molecular
function
Ref.
Chlamydomonas
MOC1 M Knock-out Perturbed respiration, light
sensitivity
Reduced mtDNA levels;
transcripts around binding site
altered only slightly or not at all;
antisense transcripts
down-/upstream of the binding
site up-/downregulated
DNA
sequence
within the mt
rRNA-coding
module S3
Transcription
terminator of
antisense
transcription
[1]
Arabidopsis
mTERF1/SOLDAT10 C Amino acid exchange Paler than wild type; displays
mild photo-oxidative stress
and
enhanced acclimation to more
severe stress
clpP upregulated, other cp
transcripts only slightly affected,
but rrn16S and rrn23S level
downregulated, reduced cp
protein synthesis
[2]
Knock-out Embryo arrest [2]
mTERF2/EMB2219a O/C, Cb Knock-out Embryo arrest [3]
mTERF4/BSM/RUG2a C [4,5]
and M [5]
bsm: line not speciﬁed,
presumably knock-out
Embryo arrest;
supplementation
with hormones and plastidic
acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC2)
partially rescues bsmmutant
cells
clpP second group IIa intron,
atpF, rpl2, and rps12 group IIa
introns not spliced; rbcL, atpA
and mature 16S and 23S rRNA
not detectable
Non-speciﬁc
cpDNA
Splicing of
second group
IIa intron of clpP
[4]
rug2-1: amino acid
exchange
Small vegetative leaves and
rounded and protruding
laminae; variegated; heat
sensitive
~20% of mt transcripts
downregulated; cp trnC, trnS.2,
16S, 23S rRNA, psbA, psbN
downregulated, 23 cp
transcripts upregulated
[5]
rug2-2: SALK_033963:
T-DNA insertion in 3′
UTR: knock-down
Milder phenotype than rug2-1 [5]
mTERF5/MDA1a C/Y, Cb mda1-1: SALK_097243,
truncated protein lacking
2 mTERF motifs
Pale and small; seedlings
increased tolerance to salt and
osmotic stresses
psbA, accD, rps18 upregulated,
clpP downregulated; other
transcripts not investigated
[6]
mda1-2: SAIL_425_E03
(see also above),
truncated protein lacking
5 mTERF motifs
Pale and small [6]
mTERF8/PTAC15 [7]
mTERF9/TWIRT1a C [4,8] twr-1: premature stop
codon, lacking last mTERF
motif
Altered root and shoot
meristem
function, short roots
[9]
mterf9: twr-2: T-DNA
line, lacking the two last
mTERF motifs
Pale, stunted growth, reduced
mesophyll cell numbers;
altered
responses to sugars, ABA, salt
and osmotic stresses
psbA and psbD downregulated;
clpP, rps18, accD, rpoB
upregulated; other transcripts
not investigated
[10]
mTERF15 M SALK_134099 Strongly reduced growth, no
viable seeds
No mature nad2mRNA, but
overaccumulation of unspliced
transcripts
RNA Splicing of nad2
intron 3
[11]
mTERF16a C/N, Cb Potential knock-out Embryo arrest [4]
mTERF18/SHOT1 M shot1-1: amino acid
exchange
Suppressor of the hot1-4 (a
dominant-negative allele of
HSP101); short hypocotyl in the
dark, growth reduction
General upregulation of mt
transcripts, cp transcripts
downregulated, increased
mtDNA copy number
[12]
shot1-2: premature stop
codon, truncated protein
More severe growth reduction
than shot1-1; suppresses other
heat-sensitive mutants, more
heat tolerant than wild type
[12]
Maize
Zm-mTERF4 C Zm-mterf4-1:Mu
transposon insertion
10 bp upstream of the
predicted start codon
Ivory-leaf phenotype, dies after
the development of 3–4 leaves
16S and 23S rRNA not
detectable, cp ribosomes lost
cp group II
introns
Group II intron
splicing
[13]
Zm-mterf4-2:Mu
transposon insertion
18 bp upstream of the
predicted start codon
Pale yellow-green, dies after the
development of 3–4 leaves
[13]
Note that the numbering of vertebrate [14] and plant mTERFs [15] is not based on homology between vertebrate and A. thalianamTERFs.
C, chloroplasts; M, mitochondria; N, nucleus; Y, cytosol.
a Homologue identiﬁed in maize nucleoids [16].
b Bioinformatic predictions of localizations (Loc.) from TargetP and WolF PSORT.
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Fig. 2. Proposed model for the molecular function of C. reinhardtiiMOC1. The ﬁgure depicts the region of the C. reinhardtiimitochondrial genome around the MOC1 target site in the S3
gene, one of the modules that encode segments of the large (L) and small (S) rRNAs. The leftward and rightward transcription units (LTU and RTU) are indicated, the terminal inverted
repeats are represented byhorizontal black rectangles at each end of the genome, and the three 86-bp repeats are indicated by vertical black rectangles. Gray boxes indicate gene segments
encoding rRNA, white boxes genes for NADH dehydrogenase subunit 1 (nd1) and a reverse transcriptase-like protein (rtl). The wavy lines represent transcripts and their different
thicknesses refer to different expression levels. According to [71], MOC1 acts as a “road block” for antisense transcripts (in the wild type). This model is based on the ﬁnding that in the
stm6mutant levels of antisense (as) transcripts downstreamof theMOC1 binding site are increased (up and 2.8-fold in the rectangles), while antisense transcripts derived from sequences
upstream of the binding site are reduced (0.14-fold and 0.31-fold).
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mice [39], antisense transcripts are altered in stm6 cells. Fewer
transcripts of sequences upstream of the MOC1-binding site are found,
while transcripts derived from regions downstream of the binding site
(Fig. 2B) are overrepresented, suggesting that MOC1 acts as a termina-
tor of antisense transcription [71]. The formation of antisense
transcripts of the (linear) C. reinhardtiimt genome implies the presence
of an as yet unidentiﬁed (antisense) promoter or the occurrence of cir-
cular mt genomes. Indeed, although rare (≤1%), both open and
supercoiled circular mtDNA molecules have been observed by electron
microscopy [87]. However, although loss of MOC1 results in higher or
lower levels of antisense transcripts, their abundance is extremely low
in comparison to the sense transcripts, and it therefore seems unlikely
that the strong phenotype is caused by detrimental effects of antisense
transcripts on mt gene expression. That the reduced amounts of unpro-
cessed transcripts seen in the stm6mutant can account for the phenotypic
changes also appears very doubtful. Nevertheless, and in contrast to the
loss of mTERF1 in mice [39], inactivation of MOC1 in C. reinhardtii causes
a deﬁnite phenotype [71] and impinges on mitochondrial function. But
whether MOC1 performs other functions and, if so, what these might
be, is currently difﬁcult to decide.
5.3. Plant organellar genomes
Although mitochondrial metabolic functions are basically the same
in all organisms, the mt genomes of seed plants exhibit features that
are distinct from those of animals and other organisms. First, they are
among the largest mt genomes known [88]. The A. thalianamt genome,
for example, comprises 366,924 nucleotides and contains 57 genes [88].
Second, they are characterized by large-scale rearrangements, and both
mono- and polycistronic transcription units are spaced across the length
of the entire genome and are separated by large spacer sequences
without any obvious function [89,90]. In consequence, only 10–20%
of the “typical” plant mt genome is made up of structural genes, while
the rest is taken up by introns, intronic ORFs, unidentiﬁed ORFs,
pseudogenes, and pieces of foreign (cp and nuclear) DNA [91]. As
discussed above, mammals and C. reinhardtii use few transcription initi-
ation sites to drive the expression of largemt transcription units, but the
mitochondrial genomes of higher plants represent a more complex
system with multiple transcription initiation sites [9]. Transcription ofmt genes frequently starts from multiple promoters of various types,
generating precursor RNAs that undergo various processing steps,
such as RNA editing, splicing of group II introns, 3′-end trimming and
formation of secondary 5′ termini [90].
The standard cp genome of land plants is a 120- to 160-kb long
double-stranded DNA molecule with a quadripartite structure
consisting of two inverted repeats (IRa and IRb) that divide the circle
into a large (LSC) and small single copy (SSC) region. The IRs are identi-
cal in sequence. Hence, the genes encoded within them—the rRNA
genes and some other genes—are present in two copies per genome
[92]. In general, the cp genome encodes 16S, 23S and 5S rRNA genes
and about 30 tRNA genes (sufﬁcient for translation of all amino acids),
at least three of the four subunits of a prokaryotic-type RNA polymerase
(RpoB, C1, C2) and subunits of the photosyntheticmachinery [92]. Strik-
ingly, plant cp andmt genomes have converged to encode a surprisingly
constant set of ribosomal proteins [6].With 100–120 genes residing in a
stretch only 120–160 kb long, the plastome ismore densely packed than
the nuclear andmt genomes of the plant cell [93]. In chloroplasts, genes are
still organized into transcriptional units or operons as in bacteria [94].
However, in contrast to the latter and similar to the situation in the
plant mt genome, the corresponding poly-cistronic mRNAs in the chlo-
roplasts undergo complex processing events and only after intron splic-
ing, editing, intercistronic cleavage and 5′- and 3′-end deﬁnition, are the
maturemRNAs ready for translation [11,94]. As a consequence, while the
cp genome harbors all the required tRNAs and rRNAs, and cp-encoded
RNA polymerase subunits, many additional proteins required for the
operationof the complex cpgenomeexpressionmachinery are encoded
by nuclear genes and have to be imported into chloroplasts [9–18].
Importantly, it is generally assumed that many 3′ RNA termini do
not arise directly via transcription termination as in the case of Rho-
dependent transcription termination in bacteria [95], but are generated
by the processing of longermolecules [11]. Recently, PPR proteins togeth-
erwith other classes of RNA-binding proteins have been implicated in the
deﬁnition of transcript termini. Short non-coding RNA fragments that
accumulate in chloroplasts have been identiﬁed as footprints of RNA-
binding proteins [96,97], most processed mRNA termini are represented
by small RNAs whose sequences are highly conserved, and it has been
suggested that each such small RNA is the footprint of a PPR-like protein
that protects the adjacent RNA from degradation [97]. Hence, the use of a
Rho-likemodeof transcription termination inplant organelles—especially
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challenge to efforts to dissect the real functional roles of mTERFs in plant
organelles.
5.4. A. thaliana mTERFs
Almost all of the 35 A. thalianamTERF proteins are predicted or have
been shown to be targeted to mitochondria and/or chloroplasts [68,69].
The six A. thaliana MTERF genes that have been studied in more detail
(Table 2) were identiﬁed in forward genetic screens for mutations
that disrupt abiotic stress responses (SINGLET OXYGEN-LINKED DEATH
ACTIVATOR10, SOLDAT10 [21]) and SUPPRESSOR OF hot1–4 1, SHOT1
[73]), meristem function (TWIRT1, TWR-1 [74]) and leaf morphology
(RUGOSA2, RUG2 [75]). An allele of RUG2 named BELAYA SMERT (BSM)
was also identiﬁed in a reverse genetic screen of T-DNA lines with
insertions inMTERF genes for visible phenotypes [68], as wasMTERF9,
an allele of TWIRT1 [77]. From screen in which mterf9 was discovered
also yielded the mda1 (mterf defective in Arabidopsis1) mutant, which
was subjected to detailed characterization [76]. Recently, mterf15 was
identiﬁed in a screen of Arabidopsis T-DNA insertion mutants that are
defective in post-embryonic development and/or seed germination
[79]. The products of three of these six MTERF genes are targeted to
chloroplasts, one to both chloroplasts and mitochondria, and two to
mitochondria alone (see Table 2).
5.4.1. SOLDAT10
The soldat10mutant was the ﬁrstmterfmutant to be characterized in
higher plants. The SOLDAT10 locuswas identiﬁedby screening for second-
site mutations that attenuate the ﬂuorescent (ﬂu) phenotype [21]. In the
ﬂumutant, the photosensitizer protochlorophyllide accumulates in the
dark [98]. Consequently, exposure of ﬂumutants to light generates 1O2,
which is thought to remain largely restricted to plastids, and ﬂu seedlings
bleach and die [98]. SOLDAT10 is localized to chloroplasts, and the
soldat10mutant suffers frommild photo-oxidative stress, while complete
inactivation of SOLDAT10 is apparently lethal [21]. Themild stress experi-
enced by soldat10 seedlings when grown in low-light conditions leads to
a stress acclimation response, which confers enhanced resistance against
combined high-light/low-temperature stress. The soldat10 seedlings look
slightly pale and their photosynthetic performance is reduced, but the
mutation does not lead to a general impairment of cp transcript accumu-
lation. However, of the 15 cp transcripts tested, 16S and 23S rRNA levels
are reduced and the mRNA for ClpP protease is upregulated. As a conse-
quence, protein synthesis in plastids of soldat10 is reduced. This in turn
somehow activates stress-related retrograde signaling to the nucleus
[21]. Indeed, speciﬁc nuclear genes have previously been shown to be
upregulated in soldat10 seedlings as a response to stress stimuli [99].
The constitutive acclimation to light stress and the disturbance of plastid
homeostasis might account for the suppression of the 1O2-mediated
death of soldat10 ﬂu seedlings [21].
5.4.2. SHOT1
The shot1-1 mutant was recovered in a screen for suppressors of
hot1-4, a dominant-negative allele of the heat-shock protein gene
HSP101, which was expected to identify factors that interact with
HSP101 or are involved in thermotolerance [73]. A missense (shot1-1)
and a T-DNA insertion (shot1-2) mutant each suppress the heat-
hypersensitivity of hot1-4 plants. Furthermore, shot1-2 also suppresses
other heat-sensitive mutant phenotypes, and shot1-2 itself is more
heat tolerant than the wild type [73]. SHOT1 is a mitochondrial protein,
which excludes any direct interactionwith cytosolic/nuclearHSP101. As
in the case of soldat10 seedlings [21], expression patterns of many
stress-responsive genes are altered in shot1-2 seedlings, a ﬁnding
which indicates that the mutant plants are stressed even under normal
growth conditions [73]. However, the increase in thermotolerance
associated with impairment of SHOT1 function is not attributable to
enhancement of protein quality control. Instead, the shot1 mutantaccumulates lower amounts of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and thus
tolerates higher levels of oxidative stress than the wild type, which is
reﬂected in greater tolerance of heat stress. In shot1-2, 257 genes are
upregulated [73], while 201 genes are upregulated in soldat10 [21]. Of
them only eight genes are in common. It is therefore not surprising
that a mutation in the cp mTERF protein SOLDAT10 does not confer
thermotolerance [73]. However, also in shot1, as assumed for soldat10
[21], a disturbance in organelle homeostasis could lead to enhanced
thermotolerance in shot1, because in the shot1-2mutant, transcripts of
mt genes and cp genes are generally up- and down-regulated, respec-
tively [73].
5.4.3. mTERF9 and MAD1
The fact that the twr-1mutant is anmterfmutant has often escaped
notice, because it primarily served as a proof of principle for a “fast for-
ward genetics” strategy, which combines traditional bulk segregant
techniques with targeted genomic enrichment and next-generation
sequencing [74]. The twr-1 mutant shows reduced root growth and
delayed shoot meristem activation, which results in a large reduction
in the volume of shoot apical meristem in mature mutant embryos
[74], but themutantwas not characterized inmore detail. More recently,
however, a comparative analysis of themterf9mutant (the same T-DNA
line as the twr-2mutant used in [74]) with the allelic twr-1mutant was
published [77]. Loss of mTERF9 results in defective chloroplast develop-
ment, which probably explains the paleness, stunted growth and re-
duced mesophyll cell numbers in themterf9mutant. The twr-1mutant
displays amorphological phenotype similar to that of themterf9mutant,
although the defects in twr-1 aremore severe, with twr-1 plants growing
more slowly, and being even smaller and paler.
The mda1mutant [76] was characterized in basically the same way
as the mterf9 mutant; therefore, those two mutants will be described
in parallel. Chloroplast development in the mda1mutant is affected in
the same way as in the mterf9 mutant, leading to smaller and paler
plants relative towild type. Interestingly,mterf9 andmda1plantsﬂower
earlier than wild type, a phenotypic trait shared by rug2-1 [75]
and soldat10 [21] plants—the other two mutants that are defective in
cp-targeted mTERF proteins.
Mutations inMTERF9 andMDA1 both inﬂuence cp gene expression.
A survey of transcripts of six different plastid genes in mterf9 shows
reduced levels of the plastid-encoded polymerase (PEP)-dependent
transcripts psbA and psbD, and increased levels of the nucleus-encoded
polymerase (NEP)-dependent transcripts rps18, accD and rpoB. In addi-
tion, the clpP transcript, which is dependent on both types of polymer-
ases, is upregulated [77]. In mda1, clpP transcripts are reduced, while
PEP- and NEP-encoded genes are preferentially upregulated or show
little change [76].
As discussed above, soldat10 [21] and shot1 [73]were both identiﬁed
in suppressor screens associated with stress responses. Thus, it seems
likely that othermterfmutants might also be linked to stress responses.
Mutant mda1 and mterf9 seedlings are indeed less sensitive to salt and
osmotic stresses, whichmight be explained by their reduced sensitivity
to ABA [76,77]. Interestingly, older mda1 plants display reduced toler-
ance of salt, mild cold and ABA. Furthermore, another mterf mutant,
the rug2-1mutant (which is discussed inmore detail below) is sensitive
to temperature stress. When grown at 26 °C instead of 20 °C, rug2-1
growth is arrested, whereas at 16 °C its mutant phenotype is fully sup-
pressed [75]. Independently of the studies with mterf mutants, it has
been noted before that changes in OGE trigger retrograde signaling,
which enables nuclear gene expression to be modiﬁed in accordance
with the current status of the organelle [100,101]. And more recent
ﬁndings suggest that disturbances in OGE homeostasis are translated
into abiotic acclimation and tolerance responses, presumably via retro-
grade signaling. For example, as with soldat10 [21], mutations in a sub-
unit of the plastid-encoded RNA polymerase [102], or the ClpR4 subunit
of the cp-localized Clp protease complex [103], or a putative translation
elongation factor (At5g13650) [103], not only induce plastid signaling
Fig. 3. Summary of the results of double-mutant analyses designed to identify additive
(white rectangles) or synergistic (black rectangles) interactions among MTERF genes,
and between MDA1 and MTERF9 and genes coding for cp ribosomal proteins. Because
the genes for mTERF9 and Rpl24 are located close together on the same chromosome,
no mterf9 rpl24 double mutants were recovered.
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neous exposure to low temperature and high light (HL) treatment. In
addition, knockdown of cp ribosomal protein S1 (RPS1) expression
nearly eliminates the heat stress-activated expression of HsfA2 and its
target genes, resulting in a loss of heat tolerance [104]. Interestingly, it
has been noted that early OGE-dependent signaling (triggered by a
defective prolyl-tRNA synthetase targeted to both the mt and the cp)
and temperature-acclimation and light signaling pathways may target
the same transcription factors [105].
5.4.4. BSM/RUG2
In a screen for EMS-induced mutations affecting leaf morphology,
mutants with small vegetative leaves and rounded and protruding lam-
inaewere identiﬁed. Thesewere assigned to a phenotypic class thatwas
named Rugosa (Rug), and they fall into two complementation groups
named RUG1 and RUG2 [106]. RUG2 turned out to be anmTERF protein
targeted to mitochondria and chloroplasts [75], and a further mutant
allele, named bsm (belaya smert), was isolated in a reverse genetics
screen of mterf mutants [68]. BSM/RUG2 is essential for normal plant
development. The rug2-1mutant is unable to germinate in soil, shows
the characteristic leaf phenotype, is variegated, and growth and fertility
are reduced [75]. In the bsm mutant, even embryo development is
prematurely arrested, but the authors were able to recover stable
shoot cultures on medium supplemented with cytokinin and auxin
[68]. BSM/RUG2 is required for the maintenance of the correct levels
of transcripts in both mitochondria and chloroplasts [68,75]. Global
transcript proﬁling of cp and mt genes in the rug2-1 mutant reveals
that approximately 22% of the genes are dysregulated in each organelle,
with mt genes being preferentially downregulated (except for three
encoding proteins of unknown function) while most of the cp genes
affected are upregulated (with the exception of genes for two tRNAs,
16S, 23S and 4.5S rRNAs, psbA and psbN) [75]. In the bsmmutant, selected
transcript levels were investigated by Northern blot analysis, which
permits splicing patterns to be examined. Mature 16S rRNA and 23S
rRNA transcripts are undetectable in bsm cells. The PEP-dependent
genes for RbcL and AtpAwere similarly affected,whereas clpP transcript
levelswere boosted and showed a different splicing pattern from that in
the wild type [68]. Indeed, RT-PCR revealed that the second clpP group
IIa intron is not spliced out, and the same holds for group IIa introns
of atpF, rpl2, and rps12. The failure to remove the latter three group IIa
introns could bemimicked by growingwild-type plants on the antibiotic
spectinomycin, an inhibitor of organelle translation, but the second
group IIa intron of clpP is correctly spliced under these conditions.
Furthermore, splicing of this intron is thought to be independent of
MatK [107], a maturase assumed to act as a trans-acting splicing factor
for group IIa introns [108], suggesting a direct role for BSM in splicing
out the second clpP intron.
5.4.5. mTERF15
The latestmterfmutant to be described carries a T-DNA insertion in
the gene for mTERF15, a protein that is localized to mitochondria [79].
The mterf15 mutant grows very slowly, development is retarded and
the shriveled seeds are inviable. mTERF15 is crucial for themaintenance
of mt biogenesis andmtmembrane integrity. The inner membrane sys-
tems are aberrant inmterf15mitochondria, resulting in a decrease inmt
membrane potential. In vitro binding studieswith dsDNA-cellulose, and
Southwestern and Northwestern analysis on membrane blots bearing
the mTERF15 protein, suggest an RNA-binding function for mTERF15.
In light of the role of BSM in cp intron splicing [68], Hsu et al. [79]
investigated splicing events in mitochondria from wild type, mterf15
and complemented plants. In mterf15, nearly all splicing events occur
as in the wild type, except for the splicing of nad2 intron 3 which is
signiﬁcantly reduced. Moreover, this splicing defect is fully rescued in
the complemented plants, which strongly suggests that mTERF15 is
involved in splicing of intron 3 in the mt nad2 transcript.5.4.6. Double mutants
To identify putative functional relationships between mutated
MTERF genes, especially between those encoding cp-localized mTERFs,
Robles et al. [76,77] examined the phenotypes of doublemutants created
by crossing mutants homozygous for single, non-allelic mutations with
distinct phenotypes and comparing the double mutant phenotype in
the F2 with those of the parental single mutants [109]. The double mu-
tant phenotype can be considered as additive if it exhibits a combination
of traits present in the single mutant, and as synergistic if the severity of
the double mutant phenotype is greater than the sum of their individual
effects. Additivity is widely accepted as indicating that the genes under
study do not functionally interact [110]. Synergy can be considered as a
sign of functional relationship between the genes involved, or may
arise when pathways that converge at a node are disrupted or when
one mutation enhances sensitivity to the effect of another mutation
[109]. Double mutant analyses indicate that MDA1 and SOLDAT10, as
well as MDA1 and RUG2, act in different pathways, but the synergistic
phenotype of rug2-1 soldat10 mutants suggests genetic interaction
between rug2-1 and soldat10 [76] (Fig. 3). In the course of the character-
ization of the mterf9 mutant, the mutation was found to interact with
mda1-1, but mterf9 rug2-2 and mterf9 soldat10 display additive pheno-
types [77].
Some critical amino acid residues are conserved within mTERF
motifs 1–4 of human mTERF3 and A. thaliana mTERF9. Furthermore,
the two mouse mTERF proteins, mTERF3 and mTERF4, function in the
biogenesis of mt ribosomes [62,63]. This prompted Robles et al. [77] to
investigate whether mTERF9 and MDA1 might be related to ribosomal
functions in the cp. Double mutants were generated between mda1-1
or mterf9 and mutations affecting nuclear genes encoding proteins of
the large (rpl24 and rpl31) or the small cp ribosomal subunit (rps5),
respectively. The phenotypes of the mda1 rpl31, mterf9 rpl31 and
mterf9 rps5 double mutants are additive: they display the phenotypic
traits of both parental strains. However, the phenotypes of the mda1-1
rpl24 and mda1-1 rps5 double mutants are synergistic, implying a
functional interaction. Seedling growth undergoes early arrested early.
The mterf9 rpl24 double mutant could not be identiﬁed as the two loci
lie close together on the same chromosome (MTERF9: AT5G55850;
RPL24: AT5G54600).5.5. Maize mTERF4
The number ofMTERF genes in maize (31) is comparable to that in
A. thaliana (35). As in A. thaliana, most mTERF proteins in maize are
predicted to localize to mitochondria or chloroplasts, and phylogenetic
analysis of mTERF proteins in maize, rice, and A. thaliana indicates that
mt- and cp-targeted mTERF proteins form divergent clades [70]. Levels
of MTERF transcripts are differentially regulated in maize seedlings
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and salts [70], which suggests that, like A. thalianamTERFs, mTERFs in
maize are involved in abiotic stress responses [21,73,76,77].
One maize mterfmutant, Zm-mterf4, was identiﬁed in the Photosyn-
thetic Mutant Library (PML; http://pml.uoregon.edu/pml_table.php), a
collection ofMu transposon-induced non-photosynthetic maizemutants,
and was characterized lately [72]. Zm-mTERF4 is an ortholog of the
A. thaliana mTERF variously named BSM, RUG2 or mTERF4 [68,69,75],
and is localized to the cp stroma [72]. The knock-down Zm-mterf4-1
and Zm-mterf4-2 alleles harbor insertions 10 and 18 bp upstream of the
predicted start codon, and exhibit an ivory or pale-green leaf pheno-
type, respectively. Plants homozygous for either allele die after the
development of three to four leaves upon exhaustion of seed reserves,
as is typical for non-photosyntheticmaizemutants. Core subunit proteins
of photosynthetic complexes are barely detectable in Zm-mterf4-1, and,
similar to the situation in the A. thaliana bsmmutant [68], 16S and 23S
rRNAs are undetectable, suggesting that plastid ribosomes are likewise
defective in Zm-mterf4 mutants [72]. To investigate whether Zm-
mTERF4 inﬂuences cp gene expression at the post-transcriptional
level, an RNA coimmunoprecipitation assay was combined with
macroarray analyses. Zm-mTERF4 was found to coimmunoprecipitate
with RNAs containing group II introns. Together with (i) RT-PCR and
Northern blot analyses performed on hypomorphic mutants (and on
other cp ribosomal mutants to exclude secondary effects resulting
from compromised cp translation), and (ii) sucrose-gradient fraction-
ation of cp stroma followed by immunoprecipitation of different
splicing factors with Zm-mTERF4, this result argues that Zm-mTERF4
functions directly in atpF and rpl2 splicing.
Although the A. thaliana Zm-mTERF4 ortholog BSM/RUG2/mTERF4
binds non-speciﬁcally to cpDNA (RNA binding was not investigated),
the function in cp RNA splicing might be conserved in BSM, because
BSM is required to splice clpP intron 2 [68], a group II intron that is not
found in maize.
6. Concluding remarks
The signiﬁcance of mTERF proteins in mammals and plants is dem-
onstrated by their striking loss-of-function phenotypes. MouseMterf3
[53] andMterf4 [62] knock-outs, aswell as A. thalianamutants defective
in the mTERF proteins SOLDAT10 [21], BSM [68], EMB2219 (mTERF2)
[111] and mTERF16 [68], are embryo lethal. In A. thaliana and maize
[112,113], mTERF proteins have been shown to be associated with
the plastid transcriptionally active chromosome (pTAC), a major site
of plastid RNA and DNA metabolism [112]. In addition, many mTERF
proteins in A. thaliana are coexpressed with genes encoding proteins
known to be involved in OGE, which argues for a pivotal role for plant
mTERFs in OGE [69].
Intriguingly, mammalian mTERF1 is not a terminator of H-strand
(sense) transcription, but appears to prevent L-strand transcripts from
proceeding all the way around the mtDNA circle and interfering with
transcription from the LSP promoter from which they originated [39]
(see Fig. 1B). Strikingly, Mterf1 knock-out mice do not display any
apparent phenotype [39], raising the question of the physiological
signiﬁcance of mTERF1 function in mice. MOC1 in C. reinhardtii also ter-
minates antisense transcription [71], but it is currently unclear whether
MOC1 has other functions. As discussed in Section 5.3, there is very little
evidence for a Rho-like mode of transcription termination [95] in plant
organelles, especially in chloroplasts, and this raises issues about the
functional roles ofmTERFs in plant organelles. At this point, the recently
deﬁned functions of mammalian mTERF3 [63] and mTERF4 [62] should
be considered as case studies for the functional dissection of mTERFs in
plants. Mouse mTERF4 is required for the recruitment of NSUN4 to the
mt large ribosomal subunit and provides the sequence-speciﬁc RNA
binding domain necessary for rRNAmethylation by NSUN4 to promote
ribosomal biogenesis [59,62]. mTERF3 also binds (in vitro) to rRNA
and is involved in ribosomal biogenesis [63], although the precisemechanism is still unknown. Thus, mTERF proteins can (i) mediate in-
teractions between nucleic acids and other OGE proteins to implement
important steps in OGE, and (ii) are not only capable to bind DNA, but
can also interact with RNA. In this context, the accumulation of unpro-
cessed precursor RNAs in mTERF3-deﬁcient mouse mitochondria
might be a secondary effect of the respiratory-chain-deﬁcient state or,
alternatively, the consequence of an additional mTERF3 function in
RNA processing [53]. One future challenge therefore is to elucidate the
structural variations of mTERF proteins that condition RNA vs. DNA
binding activity. Furthermore, the RNA-binding capacity of mTERF pro-
teins opens up a range of possible functions for mTERF proteins in gene
expression in plant organelles, the organization of which is far more
complex than that found in mammalian mitochondria. Intriguingly, as a
possible conserved function between mammalian and plant mTERFs,
maize BSM is responsible for intron splicing [72], and A. thaliana BSM/
RUG2 [68] and mTERF15 [79] are involved in intron splicing. Further
studies on the molecular and physiological functions of the expanded
mTERF family in plants will lead to a better understanding of OGE and
will help to resolve (i)whethermTERF proteins share conservedmolec-
ular functions with their mammalian counterparts or have evolved
different functions, and elucidate (ii) the roles of OGE in acclimation
responses and the nature of retrograde signal transduction.
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